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FORMATS 

 

SOUND OF THE STATION 
The sound of the station is planned very carefully, using many different broadcasting elements, 
to create a specific style that appeals to specific listeners.  The combination of these elements, 
creates a style for the station – also known as a Format – and makes one station different from 
the others competing for the audience’s attention. 
 

The format is constructed with many elements, like the type of music programmed, the style 
and pace of vocal delivery used by the station’s announcers, the sound effects used in the 
introductions to newscast, and other special techniques of recording and sound production 
methods.  In order to construct a format, a radio executive needs the 3 P’s: Production (how 
the station sounds), Programming (what the station plays) and Personality (the style of the on-
air staff). 
 

DEMOGRAPHICS 
The only legal way for commercial radio stations to make their money is by selling advertising 
time on their stations. This is why it’s so important to reach the audience desired by the 
advertisers who pay for time on the station’s airwaves. This desired listener is a part of the 
Target Audience. 
 

The audiences are “delivered” to the advertisers after many hours of research by the stations.  
Audiences are measured by rating services – like Arbitron – who use technology to compute 
how many people are listening to any given station, at any given time.  These rating services 
also look at the type of audience that’s listening.  They examine demographics, which are the 
characteristics of the audience, like; age, gender, cultural background, educational level, 
income level and interests.  The term, “demographic” is also used in the singular form in the 
broadcasting industry to designate any given segment of the audience (i.e. “We’re after a young 
demographic”).  
 

The mission of Radio Programming Executives is to get and hold the target audience that will 
attract advertisers.  This is a highly specialized process and involves the development of a 
winning format or style.  
 

FORMAT TYPES 
There are many types of formats, because there are many audiences that advertisers wish to 
reach.  One of the reasons that Radio Broadcasting has remained successful is because of this 
ability to target these specific audiences. For instance, if the advertisers want to sell a product 
specifically for teens, they can buy air time on a radio station that targets that age group.  Radio 
programming reaches a more narrow audience demographic than television, so radio 
advertisements are not only cheaper to produce, they provide advertisers with more “bang for 
their buck”!  



 

At some stations, the style is very “pure” and follows strict format rules.  At other stations, the 
format can change during different segments of the broadcast day (called Day Parts) or be 
combined with other formats to create a mixed style. Even with all the grey area, most stations 
do lean towards one particular style.  
  
The following are the most common radio formats today: 

1. The Adult Contemporary format (AC, for short) is programmed with soft rock, old 
ballads, current quiet hits and novelty songs.  Most AC stations give some emphasis to 
news, sports, business reports and traffic information.  Most Adult Contemporary DJ’s 
develop a style that attracts a personal following. 
 

2. The Current Hit Radio (CHR) format used to be called Top 40.  The music is typically the 
top 15 to 20 hits of the day.  Most CHR stations repeat all current hits within 90 to 150 
minutes of broadcast time.  The DJ’s tend to be more outgoing and their language is 
laced with the typical teenage slang of the day.  The CHR focus is not on news, traffic 
and weather, as much as it is on styles, trends and celebrities. Everything is very fast 
paced. 

 
3. The Oldies format is set up like the CHR format, but the music includes the Top 40 hits 

of the past.  It usually encompasses the 60’s, 70’s, 80’s and 90’s. 
 

4. The Country format is moderately paced and showcases the “current hits” in the 
Country Top 40.  The music is classified as “Country” even though many of the artists 
also cross over to AC stations.  Songs are typically more in the modern category than old 
country ballads, but the occasional “classic” is often thrown in. 

 
5. The Album Oriented Rock format is also referred to as, AOR.  It used to be called 

“Progressive Rock”, back when DJ’s had the freedom to play all the newest and most 
innovative artists.  Today, the DJ’s tend to follow a set play-list of rock hits and classic 
rock.  Established rock acts are typically showcased, with an occasional new artist 
thrown in.  The songs don’t have to be hit singles, though, and are often the songs from 
the album that aren’t played on CHR stations.  DJ’s are typically knowledgeable about 
rock music, and programmers schedule news, weather and traffic during drive times. 
 

6. The Modern Rock format is also referred to as Alternative.  It is like the AOR format 
used to be - playing the newest, most progressive artists.  DJ’s follow a formula, but play 
mostly new music, covering several genres, like; EDM, rock, punk, singer/songwriter, hip 
hop, etc.  News, traffic and weather are done during drive times, but are not as 
prominent as in the AOR format.  Another version of this format was developed for the 
older generation and is called Adult Alternative.  This format shares the same features 
of Modern Rock, but caters to former punk rockers, who now prefer only the mellow 
songs from their favorite alternative bands. 
 



7. The Urban Contemporary (UC) format has gone by many names, including; soul, disco, 
black and hip hop.  The genre used to feature only African American artists, who 
typically catered to an African American audience. UC has since expanded to feature 
artists of all race and color, so the audience is also more diverse.  The sound is 
considered to be urban, so the music features heavy beats, R&B vocals and rap lyrics.  
DJ’s use urban slang and announce in the fast-paced style of a typical big city.  Station 
personnel are a big part of the local scene and stations are often involved in community 
events and activism. 
 

8. Beautiful Music formats used to be common fixtures in dentist offices and elevators, 
but are not heard as frequently today.  The AC format is now more typical in these 
places, because the older generation – the typical audience of Beautiful Music - grew up 
on Rock and Roll.  This format features only instrumental music and involves little-to-no 
DJ involvement.  It’s the best format for automated stations, because they are computer 
programmed to play music all day and don’t require an announcer in the studio. 

 
9. Talk Radio encompasses all the formats that don’t play music, including News and 

Sports stations.  These formats typically play heavy rotations of news, traffic and 
weather all day.  They often incorporate syndicated talk shows into the program 
schedule and may broadcast local games. 
 

THE BREAKDOWN OF RADIO STATION FORMATS 2016 
(Out of 9881 stations in the U.S. according to News Generation) 

 Country   23%   All Sports   6%  
News/Talk   15%   CHR    5% 
Adult Contemporary   14%   UC    4%  
Gospel/Religious  12%   Oldies    4%  

     
     


